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Main messages 

 Rights and dignity are a crucial part of 

development and well-being

 Achieving these requires understanding 

power and politics



And rights are about power - Picture 

Development is about rights



Development is about rights

 Rights are long-term guarantees that 
allow right- holders to put demands on 
duty bearers

 Capabilities = rights + ability to 
exercise them

 Involves crucial shift from treating poor 
people as ‘beneficiaries’ to seeing them 
as active agents

 Rights = lawyers and scholars; 
development =  economists and 
engineers



And rights are about power

 Power within: personal 

self-confidence

 Power with: collective 

power, through 

organisation, solidarity, 

and joint action

 Power to: the capability 

to decide actions and 

carry them out 

 Power over: the power 

of the strong over the 

weak 



How Change Happens: 

The Chiquitanos



How Change Happens: 

The Chiquitanos

 3 July 2007: The Chiquitanos win 
rights to 1 million hectares of 
traditional lands in Eastern Bolivia

 Until 1980 they lived in semi-feudal 
conditions

 How did it happen?



How change happens: 

winning ‘pond rights’ in India



How change happens: 

winning ‘pond rights’ in India

 Fishing ponds crucial to 45,000 families 

in Bundelkhand

 Technological change crucial (new fish 

varieties and stocking)

 State government supported fishing 

cooperatives – basis for mobilisation

 Dirty tricks/ violence a turning point

 NGOs brokered relations with police and 

politicians

 100 ponds now under fishers’ control
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How change happens: 

winning women’s rights in Morocco 

 2004: Moroccan parliament approves 

new Islamic family code that 

strengthens women’s rights

 Changes driven by Union de l’Action 

Feminine, working within Islam

 Counterattack from conservative 

activists and clerics

 Women’s movement used insider-

outsider tactics

 King formed commission which led to 

law change



How would you measure all this? 

Some amateur thoughts

 Many conventional indicators are poor proxies 
for empowerment

 Power is often collective > individual

 Qualitative methods an essential part

 Process as well as outcomes

 Attribution is complex

 Highly context specific – so limits on 
comparative measurement

 Direction of travel (power rising/falling) may be 
more realistic than absolute amounts (flows, not 
stocks)

 Measurement can/should itself be empowering



For more information…

 From Poverty to Power, www.fp2p.org

 Or read Duncan’s blog on 

www.oxfamblogs.org/fp2p/ 

http://www.fp2p.org/

